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Your teacher's

name?
How do maps and
globes help us?

Using a map, I can
find my

neighborhood on a
map?

Tell me at least 10
things about maps.

Something about
maps that I'd really
like to know is.....

10/24/2010 22:29:
57 shadae DeSarno

they help us get
around the world. Yes

flat
rectangled

Where can you
fiind Maps.

10/25/2010 13:54:
14 keishawn Strutz

asdf.zxas.mhbv.
jkmw.mlbnm.frt.
cvb.sdfe.bnm.fun.
mklop.@frt.ghjl Yes rfdc.ghjk.kgh

yujiol.hgfjk.cvbn.
dfgh.vbnmkjl.asqw.
fn,m.efvgbn.

10/25/2010 13:55:
39 Ashley lauren Strutz

*They help us get
to places
*When your lost
they can show you
the way
*They can show
you a state where
you want to get to
*They show you
roads
*they show you
rivers Maybe

1.They have map
keys
2. They have
mapsclaes
3.They have a
compass rose
4.they can show
you the world
5.they can show
you a state
6.they have
penisulas
7.they have
islands
8.they have
mountians
9.they tell you
information about
states
10.maps are really
important

-how to people
know how to put
everything in the
right place on the
map?
-do they make
maps for
underground?
-can maps show
every single
school?
-do all maps have
map scales?

10/25/2010 14:03:
57 keishawn Strutz

They help us get
everywhere.
They help us get to
America.
They show us
where the
mountains are.
It helps us get
back home. Maybe

Maps can be small
or big.
Maps tell us where
the roads are.
They get us from
place to place.
They have cities
on it.
They can tell you
where the
restaurants are.
Maps help us
when we are lost.

I want to learn
about the map key
and what all the
symbols mean on
the map.  Do
books have maps?
How to read a
map.
I would like to see
cities and place on
maps.
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10/25/2010 14:07:
48 quashia/cazmere Strutz

to find where you
are and where you
need to go Yes

it got map key
it got names of
states and places
It got map scales
it got colors that
stand for states
it got a coupasrose

why is a map huge
why it got colors i
think every color
on the map mean
something it
spellshly red
becase it cover
half of of the map.
why do maps got
lots of words.why
is florda a punesla
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like to know is.....

10/25/2010 14:08:
05 Hanna and Jessica Strutz

1.maps help us by
finding our way to
go.2.they help us
by the names of
cities,steets,and
other land forms.3.
they help us by
finding ways to get
here and there. Maybe

1.maps are pieces
of paper with
mapscales,
compass roses,
map keys,and
other types of
things.2.map
scales are
something on a
map that
measures things
on the map.EX:1
inch=100 miles,12
inches=1,200
miles,2
inches=200 miles.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

do they have maps
of space?do they
have maps of
oceans?do they
have globes in
other contries and
contenents?
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10/25/2010 14:09:
51 Christian&Tyeanna Strutz

Maps can help us
get to places.
Maps can help us
get to New york
city. Maybe

Maps are helpful
when you are on
the road.
Maps are helpful
when you are lost.
Maps are all over
the world.

Do maps show
were the capitals
are?

10/25/2010 14:09:
53 yibely delilah Strutz

help us find things.
help us find
connetnets.
helps us find
oceans.
helps us find
where we are. Maybe

1.They have grass,
snow
2.Compassrose
3.They have map
scale's
4.They show us
map key's
ocean's
5.Show us where
we are
6.Show us where
we need to go
7.Show us state's
8.They can show
us forest
9.Show us river's
10.Have sybol's
 

1.Do all map's
have a map key?
2.Do we use map's
all the time?
3.Do all map's
show you
everthing?
4.Do we have to
have map's?
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10/25/2010 14:10:
21 thomas matthew Strutz

maps tell us were
to go around the
world No

tell us were to go
shows us about
the states
maps have a
compass rose to
show them north
south east west
maps have map
scales
maps have a map
key to show what
the symbol means
maps are a tool to
help us travel
maps are hande
when you are lost
maps are flat and
a glo

10/25/2010 14:10:
26 gregory/chieu Strutz

to find the way to
school.
to find the way to
the lake. No

maps can show us
where to go.
maps show us
where we are.
maps have map
key.
maps have lots of
states.
maps are big an
large.
maps can hlep us.
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10/25/2010 19:14:
02 yibely delilah Strutz

show us oceans
to go somewhere
tell's us what stuff
means Maybe

1.have map key's
2.have map scaie's
3.show's us where
we are
4.have symbies
5.has a title
6.can have
landform's
7.show's us
contenet's
8.have color's
9.can't show real
ocean
10.they can be in a
atlst

do we need
map's?
are there
restanot's?


